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Microsoft’s $21.9 billion
military AR headset
contract could pave the
way for new consumer
features down the road
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Microsoft won a 10-year, $21.9 billion contract to supply the US Army with 120,000 AR

headsets. The HoloLens-based devices, based on Integrated Visual Augmentation System,will

use AR to show soldiers maps, compasses, and other heads-up displays. The headsets expand

on the HoloLens with a more rugged design and myriad features like real-time mapping and

extra sensors for night and thermal vision. For simulations, the headsets use machine learning

and AR to create life-like training environments, which the US Army claims “allows the Soldier

to Fight, Rehearse, and Train using a single platform.”

Microsoft’s Army contract marks its third major military partnership in recent years. The
company signed a $480 million contract with the Army in 2018 to secure prototypes that

would become the AR eventual headset. Less than a year later, Microsoft’s Azure beat out

AWS in a highly contentious battle over which cloud provider would help build out the

Pentagon’s cloud computing infrastructure called the Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure

(JEDI). That deal, reportedly worth around $10 billion, is currently being challenged by

Amazon.

Meanwhile, workers at Microsoft have voiced opposition to military partnerships.

Microsoft’s military deal dwarfs most other AR contracts in terms of scale and may have
trickle-down e�ects for consumers down the line. The US Army’s AR contract stands out for

the sheer size of investment. For comparison, mobile AR revenues worldwide from both

consumer and enterprise applications combined are expected to total $21.02 billion by 2024,

per an ARtillery Intelligence report. While that forecast is limited to mobile and does not

include military use cases, it does highlight just how significant the Microsoft deal is. And even

though the features included in the Army’s AR headset aren’t currently available to consumers,

that could change. Military tech tends to eventually trickle down to consumers after years on

the battlefield. Microwave ovens, Global Positioning Systems (GPS) virtual reality, and the

internet itself, for instance, all started o� as military projects before eventually making their

way to consumers.

In 2019, a group of Microsoft workers wrote a letter opposing the Army AR headset contract

saying they “did not sign up to develop weapons,” while another group published an open

letter on Medium urging Microsoft to pass on the JEDI program.

Microsoft President Brad Smith tried to preempt some of these concerns in a 2018 blog post

where he said employees with moral misgiving towards working with the military could move

to other projects.

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2021/03/31/army-moves-microsoft-hololens-based-headset-from-prototyping-to-production-phase/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens
https://www.cnet.com/news/the-us-army-is-deploying-microsoft-hololens-based-headsets-in-a-21-88-billion-deal/
https://www.army.mil/article/230034/soldiers_test_new_ivas_technology_capabilities_with_hand_on_exercises
https://www.peosoldier.army.mil/News/Article-Display/Article/2556870/ivas-production-contract-award/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-28/microsoft-wins-480-million-army-battlefield-contract
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/09/technology/amazon-jedi-dod-contract-trump.html
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https://www.defense.gov/Explore/Features/story/Article/1674004/what-on-earth-is-the-global-positioning-system/
https://www.mat.ucsb.edu/~g.legrady/academic/courses/01sp200a/students/enricaLovaglio/VRsite/history.html
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